VOLUNTEER POSITION
Cat Behavioral Manager
Time Periods When Assistance Is Needed / Time Commitment:
We are looking for someone who can manage our cat fosters to ensure that the appropriate plan is in place to set our cats
up for success. This will be an involved role that could require weekly from home interactions with fosters and
occasionally our trainer. We take in a lot of under socialized cats and kittens and you will be the tool our fosters need to
feel confident in getting their foster cat ready for adoption!

Duties:
-Contact cat fosters within 1 week to establish first steps and point of contact
-Become a contact and a source for cat fosters facing issues and be able to create a plan with them
-Get creative and bring some personality and fun to saving animals!
-Keep DAR board updated on the progress of cats so that they can go up on the website when ready
-Be engaged in the cat community to recruit foster homes
-Help identify cats that would work in specific foster homes
-Help set adopters up for success by giving them a plan to continue socialization

Qualifications:
-Must have a love for animals and a passion for making a difference!
-Positive attitude towards fosters, adopters, and other DAR team members
-Good communication skills to ensure fosters/adopters feel confident and attended to
-Experience in cat behavior
-Willingness and ability to learn steps to follow to help each cat
-Confidence in working with people and cats

Additional Information: We take a lot of under socialized, senior and medical case cats as they are the most in
need. We will not be able to help this group more, unless we get a reliable foster coaching program in place where all cats
and fosters are set up for success when they get here! We are hoping that you can help us in achieving this and making a
BIG difference in the lives of homeless pets!
If you are interested in this volunteer position, please email info@demisanimalrescue.com letting us know why
you are interested and why you feel you would be a good fit.

